Challenge Cupcakes
Have you ever helped someone you know follow a cooking
recipe? What did you notice about the recipe? What types of
words did it use? Look at a copy of a recipe book. Are there any measurements?
How about steps to make the food?
Your challenge is to make up your own recipe, but it will be unlike any of those you
will find in a book! However, there will be some similarities. Look at the food listed
below, choose one and write a recipe for it. You will need to think creatively! What
ingredients would go into these exciting treats? How do they live up to their names?
◆
◆
◆

Challenge cupcakes
Value pudding
Empathy dressing

◆
◆
◆

Friendship cookies
First-day fudge
Togetherness sandwich
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Metaphors
Have you ever looked at two things that are nothing alike, yet
found something about them that is exactly the same? Once,
when I was thinking about a pen and my finger, I thought that they were the same
shape. But … that isn’t really exciting, is it? I dug a little deeper into my brain and
came up with a much more creative way that my finger and pen are alike. They both
have liquid in them! Did you think of that? Here is a list of things for you to compare.
See if you can come up with at least 10 ways the two things are alike, if not more.
You may find that you could go on and on if you really use your brain. Here goes!
Get your thinking cap on!
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
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How is a biro pen like an underground train?
How is a rope knot like a motorway?
How are wild flowers like jewellery?
How is a mirror like a book?
How is snow like the sand in an hourglass?
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